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Title: Prima Partosa-Jo vs. Court of Appeals and Ho Hang

Facts:
Jose Jo, also known as Ho Hang or “Consing,” was involved with three women, fathering
fifteen children. Prima Partosa-Jo, the petitioner, claimed to be his legal wife and the mother
of their daughter, Monina Jo. In 1980, Prima filed two separate complaints against Jose Jo in
the Regional Trial Court of Negros Oriental, Branch 35 – one for judicial separation of
conjugal property (Civil Case No. 51) and another for support (Civil Case No. 36). These
cases were consolidated.

On November 29, 1983, Judge German G. Lee, Jr. issued a decision that recognized Prima as
the legal wife entitled to support and ordered Jose to pay:
– P500.00 monthly support to Prima.
– P40,000.00 for constructing a house for Prima in Zamboanguita.
– P19,200.00 for support arrears.
– P3,000.00 for attorney’s fees.

However, the decision did not address Civil Case No. 51 specifically. Jose Jo appealed to the
Court of Appeals, which upheld the support arrangement but dismissed the complaint for
judicial separation of conjugal property due to a perceived lack of cause of action and an
assertion that the separation agreement between the parties did not meet the requirements
under Article 178 of the Civil Code.

When motions for reconsideration were denied, both parties sought relief from the Supreme
Court.  The Supreme Court  dismissed Jose  Jo’s  petition  for  tardiness  and affirmed the
legality  of  the  marriage  and  the  obligation  for  support.  This  petition  was  specifically
concerned with the dismissal of the complaint for judicial separation of conjugal property.

Issues:
The primary legal issues raised in the Supreme Court’s decision were:
1. Whether the agreement between Prima and Jose to live separately invalidates her claim
for judicial separation of conjugal property.
2. Whether the trial court’s decision addressing only the support claim and not the claim for
judicial separation of conjugal property requires rectification.
3. Whether the Court of Appeals erred in interpreting Articles 175, 178, and 191 of the Civil
Code regarding the grounds for judicial separation of property.

Court’s Decision:
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Issue 1: The Supreme Court found that the separation was not merely by mutual agreement
without cause; Prima’s departure was intended to be temporary, and upon her attempt to
return in 1942, Jose refused to accept her, constituting abandonment.

Issue 2: The Court acknowledged the technical discrepancy in the trial court’s decision,
which  did  not  explicitly  address  Civil  Case  No.  51  in  its  dispositive  portion  despite
discussing it in the body of the decision. The Court emphasized that substantive justice
should prevail over procedural technicalities and corrected the trial court’s omission by
modifying the decision to include the judicial separation of conjugal property.

Issue 3: The Court addressed the arguments regarding the applicability and interpretation
of Civil Code provisions. It found that Jose Jo’s continuous refusal to provide support and
admit Prima into their conjugal home constituted abandonment, fulfilling the requirements
under Article 178 (now reflected in Article 128 of the Family Code).

**Doctrine:**
The primary doctrines established or reiterated in this case include:
1.  The  need  to  balance  procedural  technicality  with  substantive  justice,  allowing  the
correction of a decisional omission even post-finality for a just outcome.
2. Further, the concept of abandonment as grounds for judicial separation of property is
clarified to include both physical separation and failure to fulfill marital obligations without
just cause.

Class Notes:
Key Elements:
– **Abandonment**: Defined as leaving the conjugal dwelling without intention of returning,
coupled with failure to provide support.
– **Judicial Separation of Property**: Petitionable under Civil Code Article 178 (now Family
Code  Article  128)  based  on  abandonment  or  practical  non-compliance  with  marital
obligations.
– **Procedural Correction**: The courts are vested with the authority to amend decisions for
clarity and to ensure substantive justice is served.

**Historical Background:**
This case reflects the evolving understanding of marital relations and property rights within
Philippine jurisprudence,  highlighting the shift  from stringent  adherence to  procedural
norms  toward  a  more  liberal  and  just  resolution  of  marital  disputes.  It  emphasizes
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substantive  justice,  particularly  in  the  context  of  spousal  abandonment,  and  sets  a
precedent for permissive interpretation of property rights between estranged spouses.


